
Labor Notes 

Labor Management 

SUNY Polytechnic Chapter of UUP 

May 11, 2018 

Utica, President’s Conference Room 

 

Present for Management:  Bahgat Sammakia, Interim President; Mike Frame, COS & COO;  Rhonda Haines, 

Associate VP HR;  Mark Lemire, SUNY Counsel 

Present for Labor: Linda Weber, President;  Maarten Heyboer, VP of Academics;  Mike Durr, Professionals’ 

Representative; Donald Thomas, Officer for Contingents; Susan DeCarlo, LRS 

1.   Status of Multiple Positions 

Labor:  Labor requested an update status of the President/Provost/Interim or Officer in 

Charge/Dr. Douglas Grose – President, New York Creates. 

 Management:  President Sammakia’s last date is June 15.  The Chancellor will assess the 

viability of an Officer-in-Charge or Interim President and this should be known by the end of the month.  

The search for an internal Interim Provost is on track, and the results should be known in the beginning 

of June.  Dr. Grose will be overseeing the economic development side of the Institute.  Paul Kelly will 

be 10% stateside.   

2.   Status of the Budget 

 

Labor: Labor requested an update on the status of the budget.   

 

 Management:  The budget, a deficit one,  has been submitted to the Chancellor.  She is in the 

process of reviewing it and should be responding by July 1.  At that point, it would be turned over to the 

appropriate faculty/staff committees.  She must be assured that the deficit funding will be eventually 

offset by growth.   

 

2.         Labor:  “What’s up with the organizational chart?”.  The organizational chart submitted for our 

review that is part of the Middle States is clearly undeveloped and insufficient to describe the reporting 

structures within the Institute.  Why, for example, does the registrar report to the V.P. of Enrollment 

Management?   

 

 Management:  The issue of the Registrar will be taken under advisement.  The chart is just a 

skeleton and will be filled in as the structure of the Institute stabilizes.  For now, management will 

update the existing chart to reflect any recent changes.   

 

3.   Discussion of Initial UUP Positions Lost/Gained Table - See attached, below.   

Labor -  Linda ran an initial analysis of data from the union provided HR database comparing 

2015 (immediately after the merger) with 2018.   Labor has been concerned with the perceived high 

turnover rate and the perceived loss of positions since the merger.  The initial data was only broken 

down by professionals and academics, but not by campus. In addition, part-time employees were 

removed from the analysis. The general conclusion and concern for academics was that even though the 

total number of FT academic positions had not changed much since 2015, there was a noticeable drop in 

assistant professors and a noticeable increase in FT lecturers.  The use of the lecturer position was 

designed to offset the high proportion of classes taught by adjunct faculty and was not intended to 



replace assistant professors.  Whereas it is not clear of a causal linkage, this issue deserves attention.  

Perhaps the development of targets or ratios of tenure-line to qualified academic rank was appropriate.   

Regarding professionals, the number of FT positions has increased since 2015.  It is believed that this is 

because a number of RF professional lines were converted to SUNY professional lines at the beginning 

of 2018.  The “unassigned flex line” category was confusing and should be investigated further. 

Management:  The intention of the development of the lecturer position was not to replace tenure-line 

hires.  It was concerning that the numbers indicated a drop in the number of assistant professors at a time 

when the university was expected to grow.  Management was in support of investigating 3-4 aspirational 

institutes to develop some milestones.  With respect to the professionals, more information on the 

“unassigned flex lines” was needed.  More granular analysis by campus was desired by all.   

TO DO:  Linda will work with Valerie Fusco to identify 4-5 aspirational institutes.  Linda will contact 

Mike Frame and Rhonda Haines with names of those given the “unassigned flex line” attribute to figure 

out  what departments they are actually within.  Linda will work on further granular analysis.   

4.  Initial white paper on draft lecturer promotion process: 

Labor:  Labor requests some initial feedback prior to working  on a policy in more detail.  

Maarten Heyboer presented some initial ideas about the direction of such a policy including - the 

development of the titles of Senior Lecturer and/or Master  Lecturer;  a salary increase of 3k and 5k, 

respectively; eligibility for promotion after ___ years of service; criteria of excellence in teaching, 

among others, and a tentative review process.  Maarten requests that the working group set up to 

develop the procedures for reappointment be given the charge of developing promotional procedures 

and that a lecturer be added to this working group.   

Management:  Whereas Management was not willing to talk specifics, especially with relationship to 

criteria and salary increases, they were all supportive of developing a promotional pathway.  President 

Sammakia approved of the working group continuing to develop a promotional pathway with the 

addition of a lecturer to the group.   

5.  Faculty Handbook Status  

Labor:  “What’s up with the faculty handbook?”.  There has been one meeting of the committee 

since its creation.  The voluntary solicitation to create the committee resulted in some areas such as HR 

and the Registrar’s office not being represented, among others.  The current configuration of the 

committee is as follows: 

Dan White, Organizer/Chair, 

 Ronald Sarner, Faculty Assembly Chair – Utica,  

 Carlie Phipps,  Faculty Senator, 

 Linda Weber,  UUP Chapter President, 

 Garrett, Elaine (Student Affairs Public Education Coordinator) 

 Lorin Williams  (Visiting Assistant Professor) 

 Sarder Sadique  (Temporary Lecturer) 

 Gretchen Kriesen  (Adjunct for C&H Department)  

Management:  The handbook is an important institutional document.  The composition of the committee 

will be examined and some additions will be made by the President. 

TO DO:  Linda will contact Mike Frame and/or Bahgat Sammakia to discuss the committee.   



6.  Discussion of the basis for the period of professional obligation varying for for the two 

campuses:  May 21, 2018 to August 19, 2018 for Albany campus & June 4, 2018 to August 19, 2018 for 

Utica campus ( as indicated on the 2018 Summer Salary Requests email/memo). 

Labor:  Why do the periods of professional obligation vary? 

Management:  The period of professional obligation varies because the Albany campus follows the 

UAlbany calendar.  The “summer” is longer so that those research faculty who have significant funding 

can maximize their summer salary, currently allowed at 33.3%.  The amount of funding to do so is such 

that no one on the Utica campus is technically eligible, so it makes no sense to change the obligation at 

this point in time.   

7.  Request for faculty and professionals to use the Field House facilities and equipment free-of-charge:   

 

Labor:  Labor would like to request use of the field house facilities by faculty and staff free of 

charge.  Prior to the opening of the Field House, faculty and staff had use of the Campus Center fitness 

and exercise facilities located there. When the Field House was opened it was decided to charge 

memberships to use the FH equipment. This was VP for Student Bill Murbito's decision. This created a 

morale rift.  Over time, there really hasn't been a financial boom in making money on Faculty-Staff 

memberships to use the equipment in the FH. There was an effort for part of last fall's semester to offer 

free use of the Field House facilities to faculty and staff.  Even then there was probably not an 

overwhelming response. It is expected that this gesture would help boost morale.   

 

Management:  The issue should be investigated and if it will not create a financial problem, the 

management is supportive.  If this is the case, a trial period would be enacted.   

 

TO DO:  Mike Frame will contact John Real of the College Association and Athletics to discuss the 

issue and its financial impact, if any.  Linda will follow-up.   

 

8.  External reviewers for tenure and promotion.  Initial discussion.   

 

Labor:  It is Labor’s understanding that a request has been made for external reviewers for 

promotion and tenure by the President.  As change of procedures for evaluation and promotion are 

mandatory subjects of negotiation,  Labor requests the opportunity to discuss this issue prior to making a 

decision about the need for negotiation.  Maarten Heyboer asserted that the Faculty Assembly required 

external reviewers in 2000; however, the change was not instituted because HR never added this 

requirement to the personnel appointment letters.   

 

Management:  President Sammakia recently finished his review of the most recent set of applications for 

promotion and tenure and was surprised to not see letters of support from external reviewers.  Such a 

requirement will only be in effect for new employees (i.e., existing employees will be grandfathered in) 

and such will be documented in the new appointment letters.  Management is in agreement that the 

procedures to implement the external review will be developed by a committee consisting of 

representation from the deans, governance, labor, and Poly Albany.   

 

Labor:  As the policy has already been adopted by FA, it was agreed that implementing the policy was 

acceptable, as long as the existing employees were grandfathered in and the requirement appeared in the 

appointment letter.  In addition, the procedures must be developed with UUP input.   

 



 

Approved by Linda R. Weber, August 15, 2018 
 

//PM   



Attachment 1 :  Draft Report 2018  

 

Remove all part-time professionals and academics. 

Removed all retired.   

Sort by Academic/Professionals: 

2015 FT Academics = 137 

2018 FT Academics = 134 

2015 FT Professionals = 89 

2018 FT Professionals = 107 (2 no longer here) = 105 

 

 

Number of Academics by Title: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number of Professionals by Department 

 

 


